INTRAAX - SP
®

Platform Slider Series
AAZNT 23K • 46K
AAZL 23K • 46K
INTRAAX® top-mount and low-ride platform sliders deliver
unprecedented weight savings and low-maintenance advantages
Drawing on patented INTRAAX® technology and unmatched slider box design experience, Hendrickson’s platform slider
systems equip operators with durable and low maintenance air suspension packages. This lightweight system weighs
substantially less than other systems — as much as 800 pounds less than other tandem air suspension sliders and
up to 100 pounds less than mechanical sliders. In addition, the AAZNT is standard with large-diameter axles (LDA™),
so fleets can move even more cargo on each haul. AAZ sliders give operators of both platform and drop-deck trailers that
use sliders the advantages of INTRAAX that haulers have enjoyed for a decade.
The AAZ features a combination of a smooth-sliding
box and the road-proven INTRAAX suspension system.
The “Z-rail” slider box fits neatly between trailer Ibeams with lock-pins engaging through holes in the
web of the beams. While slashing weight allows
haulers to carry more cargo on each run, the INTRAAX
system maintains superior performance and rugged
durability along with a smooth ride that has made it
the highest quality and most popular air suspension
in the market.
Move more cargo, protect your trailer and
increase your payload with INTRAAX-SP
platform sliders.

For additional information, call 1-866-RIDEAIR or
visit our web site at www.hendrickson-intl.com.

INTRAAX® - SP — PLATFORM SLIDERS

Platform sliders offer significant weight savings for flatbed
and drop-deck trailers
INTRAAX®-SP platform sliders bring operators weight savings and the full range of benefits of advanced integrated
suspension technology.
The extremely lightweight, top-mount and low-ride platform slider systems incorporate all of the features of INTRAAX.
This includes the industry’s first standard trailer Cam Tube System™, which enhances S-cam alignment and extends
cam and brake bushing life, and Hendrickson’s exceptionally straight axle that helps improve tire life and fuel economy.
Finger-tip operation of the QUIK-DRAW® air-actuated, pin-pull mechanism provides driver-friendly slider repositioning
and enhances safety.

INTRAAX-SP Platform Slider Specifications
System Capacity
Arrangement
Axle
Spacing
Track
I-Beam Compatibility
Ride Heights
Suspension
Pin-pull Mechanism

AAZNT 23K
AAZNT 46K
23,000 lbs.
46,000 lbs.
Single
Tandem
N/A
49, 60 or 72 inch
71.5 or 77.5 inch
37, 38, 43 or 44 inch centers
13.5 to 17 inch
INTRAAX tapered beam AANT 23K
QUIK-DRAW

AAZL 23K
AAZL 46K
23,000 lbs.
46,000 lbs.
Single
Tandem
N/A
49, 60 or 72 inch
71.5 or 77.5 inch
37, 38, 43 or 44 inch centers
6.5 to 12 inch
INTRAAX low-ride AAL 23K
QUIK-DRAW

INTRAAX Benefits:
• Low maintenance
K Maintenance requirements minimized
K Proven TRI-FUNCTIONAL® Bushing technology
for exceptional ride and control
K QUIK-ALIGN® for fast, convenient axle realignment
K Rigid trailing arm, solid axle connection proven to
be the most stable design
K Single source for technical support, training and
warranty
• Responsive, consistent braking power
K Industry’s first standard Cam Tube System
extends brake component life
K Up to a half-inch less stroke required

• Superior axle
K Straightest axle in the industry helps increase fuel
economy and tire life
K Patented axle wrap for optimal structural integrity
• Wide range of wheel-end options
K Hendrickson Extended-Life 7-year System™ ( HXL7®)
provides a seven-year limited warranty
K Hendrickson Long-life System™ (HLS®)
uses semi-fluid grease and comes with a five-year
limited warranty
K Hendrickson Valve System™ (HVS®) provides
a three-year limited warranty

What will INTRAAX-SP platform sliders do for your bottom line?
Ask your trailer dealer or a Hendrickson sales representative at 1-866-RIDEAIR (743-3247).
www.hendrickson-intl.com
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